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Vol. 67 Issue 55

Olscamp endorses new college idea
by Benjamin MarrUon
staff reporter

University President Paul
Olscamp has endorsed a proposal that could create a new College of Mass Communications.
The proposal would combine
the School of Journalism, radiotelevision-film and Popular Culture.
The proposal will be given to
the Board of Trustees' Subcommittee on Reconfiguration for
recommendations to the board.
Board members Virginia Platt
and attorney Shad Hanna make
up the subcommittee.
In a memo to the subcommittee, Olscamp said, "I strongly
support the proposal..." buthe
recognized the negative aspects
of such a move.
He said there are financial
costs associated with the creation of any college unit, regardless of what the proponents think
they might save in other ways.

Olscamp also noted that the
removal of programs and departments from one college into
another clearly weakens the unit
from which they are removed.
The school that would be
weakened by this move Is the
current School of Speech Communication within the College of
Arts and Sciences. The school
would be weaker because in
another element of the proposal,
the Speech Pathology and Audiology program would be moved
to the present College of Health
and Community Services.
BUT JOHN Huffman, director
of the School of Journalism and
member of the committee making the proposal, said the advantages would outweigh the
disadvantages.
"The college would bring all
faculty together who share the
same interest in mass communication." Huffman said. "Right
now, we're too spread out."
Huffman noted that as a col-

lege, it would be easier to get
monetary support for programs
and equipment.
"With a College of Mass Communication, we could approach
the mass communication industry and ask for support," he
said.
He added that the logic behind
the move is that many professors in journalism, popular culture and RTFV have mass
communication degrees.
"I, for example, received my
Ph.D. from the University of
Iowa and (Professor James)
Bissland did also," Huffman
said. He noted there are two
people in RTVF that have doctorate degrees from the same
school in mass communication.
"WE HAVE the same Ph.D.s,
publish in the same journals,
teach the same kind of courses
and do the same kind of research," Huffman said. "It's
just logical that we are grouped
in the same college."

The University's School of
Journalism is accredited, but
the RTVF program is not. However, "If they (RTVF) did want
to become accredited, they
would apply to the same organization we do," Huffman said.
If the board does not approve
creation of the college. Olscamp
has a proposal to fall back on
which would create a School of
Mass Communication within the
College of Arts and Sciences.
This would take the School of
Journalism out of the College of
Business Administration. It also
would exclude Popular Culture
and include Interpersonal Communication. This proposal was
created by Kendall Baker, dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences.
In a letter to Olscamp, Baker
proposed a "semi-autonomous
School of Mass Communication
within the College of Arts and
Sciences" rather than a separate college.

BAKER SAD) he was "obviously concerned with the budgetary implications of this
proposal (the one proposing the
new college)." Baker also
wrote, "In view of other
pressing and legitimate needs, I
simply find it difficult to justify
the investment of $100,000 to
$250,000 in the creation of a new
college for which I find limited
substantive rationale."
Most importantly, Baker said
"the creation of this college
would move the units away from
their natural academic home
and runs counter to this institution's expressed commitment to
producing educated individuals
who will be able to achieve professional success in a rapidly
changing society."
Baker was not available to
comment on his proposal.
The proposal includes the following suggestions which Olscamp will present to the Board
of Trustees at its next meeting:
• Eliminate the concept of the

"autonomous school" at the University, leaving only departments, schools within colleges
and colleges as the units composing the University. The reason for this recommendation is
that there is no functional difference between an autonomous
school and a college, and the
classification is confusing.
• Change the name of the
School of Technology to "The
College of Technology," with
appropriate changes in title for
administrators.
• Change the name of the College of Health and Community
Services to "The College of
Health and Human Services."
Olscamp is requesting this
change to make the college's
name the same as others in the
Mid-American Conference.
• House the Environmental
Studies Program in the College
of Health and Community Services. This request was made by
the Environmental Sciences
Study Committee.

Prof awarded grant
by Beth Mac y
reporter

The National Science Foundation has awarded a $49,492
grant to a University professor for development of a series of computer-based
exercises in hydrogeology.
Hydrogeology is the study
of how water flows through
the ground.
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Joseph Frizado

Students deal with
college pressures
by Teresa Taranllno
reporter

With the semester drawing to
a close, the pressure of finals is
beginning to take its toll on
many University students.
The shift toward career orientation on college campuses and
getting grades necessary to land
nigh-paying positions has led to
increased emotional stress in
college students.
These trends are reflected at
the University in the number of
students visiting the Counseling
and Career Development Center.
According to Roman Carek,
center director, counseling apKintments are booked solid
rough the middle of next semester.
"By half-way through this semester, we were booked until
next semester," Carek said.
He said there are several
ways family and friends can
help students who are experiencing the anxiety of finals or
the loneliness of being away
from home.
Parents can help by not pressuring their children to achieve
such high grades, he said.
"There's more out there for
students to learn from than just
books," be said.
HE SAID by keeping in close
contact with their children by
phone or mail, parents can ease
the depression students sometimes experience when away
from home.
Finals Week Survival Kits,
put together by the Undergraduate Alumni Association, are a
good way for parents to show
students they are thinking of
them, Carek said.

»

This semester UAA is preparing and delivering 2,500 of the
kits, which include snacks and a
personalized message from the
student's parents, according to
Daniel DeAngelis, UAA treasurer.
Friends also can help students
overcome or "work through"
some pressures of college. The
most important thing is to be
aware of the problem and available to listen, he said.
"If you notice someone who
seems down or lonely, don't
avoid them. Instead, try to cheer
them up," he said.
Finally, Carek believes students can avoid unnecessary
stress by following two basic
rules: Plan ahead and stay
away from artificial stimulants.
CAREK SUGGESTS outlining
a plan that will allow time
for studying and include time for
exercise and leisure activities to
relieve tension.
The use of caffeine Dills and
other stimulants to increase
one's ability to stay awake while
studying will do fust the opposite, Carek said. Instead of relaxing the body to allow it to
concentrate, stimulants (also
known as stressers) will increase stress.
Students who visit the counseling center do so for many
reasons, Carek said. Among
them are career concerns, personal difficulties, school-related
stress, relationships and depression.
He said more women than
men use the center for counseling. He believes this is because
it b more acceptable for women
to admit they have problems
and seek help.

To understand the growing
dilemma of hazardous waste
disposal, high school students
across the country will be
introduced to the problems
hazardous waste landfills can
M -voke, said Joseph Frizado, assistant professor of
geology and project director.
According to Frizado, there
is growing concern about disposal of hazardous wastes,
particularly its effects on
drinking water.
"The knowledge of hydrogeology is important to anyone who is concerned with
quality of life," he said, adding that the majority of the
population gets its water
from groundwater.
To learn more about
groundwater hydrogeology.

students will use Frizado's
computer exercises to choose
a landfill site that conforms to
federal regulations. Computer animation will demonstrate how pollutants seep out
of the landfill and spread to
groundwater.
NOT ONLY does the computer program graphically
show the potential effects of
landfill contamination, but it
also will inform students on
local ordinances and environmental issues involving
groundwater.
"They will learn how to
apply their knowledge in
practical areas, like where
the best location would be to
build a well for a house,"
Frizado said.
Toxic waste disposal has
only recently become a social
issue, according to Frizado.
He said the Resource Conservation Recovery Act of 1976
required the Environmental
Protection Agency to maintain more controls on waste
disposal.
In 1980 the EPA developed
its "cradle to grave" policy
that requires licensing of
transportation handling

wastes and sites at which it is
dumped.
"This has been forcing
manufacturers to look very
carefully at how they dispose
of their wastes," Frizado
said.
An advocate of environmental preservation, Frizado
began researching sanitary
waste landfills as an assistant
professor at the University of
North Carolina at Charlotte,
where he also was chairman
of the League of Women Voters task force on hazardous
waste.
BECAUSE OF prior computer experience in j«»logy,
Frizado began incorporating
computers with hydrogeology
and developed the proposal
for his project last year.
"Right now, most computers in high schools are used
for memorization purposes
similar to using flashcards,"
he said.
"Our program will be using
graphic representations of
complex models, processed
by powerful computers,
which will then be scaled
down for use in high schools'
Apple computers.

Kuwati airliner hijacked in Tehran
TEHRAN - Five hijackers
said yesterday they had planted
explosives in a Kuwaiti airliner
at Tehran airport and would
blow it up if a group of prisoners
in Kuwait is not released, Iran's
official Islamic Republic News
Agency reported.
Earlier the Iranian news
agency quoted the hijackers as
saying they had shot and killed a
U.S. diplomat who was a passenger. However, U.S. officials said
they could not confirm that report.
IRNA, monitored in Nicosia,
Cyprus, said the hijackers

threatened to blow up the plane
after the Kuwaiti government
announced it would not accept
any of the hijackers' conditions
before the remaining hostages
are released.
The hijackers freed 23 passenSers yesterday, increasing to 67
le number released since the
Airbus A-300 jet was hijacked
Monday. There were 161 people
aboard the Kuwait-to-Karachi.
Pakistan flight. The airline said
120 of them were Pakistanis.
IN WASHINGTON, State Department spokesman John
Hughes said there were at least

five Americans on the aircraft
and that two - both women - had
been released. Three officials of
the Agency for International Development (AID) were aboard
the plane, and Hughes said they
were not among those released.
The State Department "can't
confirm the name or nationality" of the dead passenger, but if
American, it "could be an AID
official, Hughes said. He refused
to identify any of the Americans.
Hughes said the State Department is working through the
Kuwaitis and the Swiss, whose
embassy represents American

interests in Iran, to press for the
safe release of Americans.
A senior State Department
official, who spoke on condition
he not be identified, said the
Iranians apparently decided to
resolve the incident in Iran and
will not let the aircraft leave. He
said the hijackers apparently
are Lebanese.
In Beirut, Lebanon, a man
telephoned a news agency and
identified himself as a member
of the September 17th organization, which he said was responsible for the hijacking.

Business dept. offers program

Students can study in France
by Teresa PerrettJ
staff reporter

The chance to study in another country, another setting,
another culture, isn't always
within reach, but a program in
the University's business department makes it possible for
some students to study in
France.
The international business
program offers a five-week
course in European economics,
finance and history at the
Nantes School of Commerce and
Administration, one of France's
leading business schools.
The course begins May 23 in
Nantes and ends June 26 in Brussels. The program costs $1,320
excluding travel and personal
expenses.
All credits are accepted by the

University. University students
in good standing can take
courses for a grade, pass/fail or
audit.
According to Charles Chittle,
economics professor and director of international programs in
business, students in the past
have been from business, history and fashion retailing.
''Courses are broad enough
that they are applicable to many
different fields of study," Chittle
said.
He added that the chance to
travel and tour all areas of Europe makes the program very
worthwhile.
"8TUDENTS FINISH their
classes at noon on Thursday, so
that leaves them the whole
weekend to travel," Chittle said.
"They go to Italy, Holland, Paris - wherever they want to go."
According to Chittle. besides
studying at Nantes and visiting

the European economic community in Brussels, students live
with French families and get a
taste of French culture and
homelife.
Kitty Stoneburner, who spent
more than a year in France as a
result of the program, said being
in France and experiencing another culture changes one's
views.
Stoneburner, junior French/international business and
marketing major, loved France
so much she didn't want to come
home.
"It changes your views on
people and on the United
States," Stonebrunner said.
"When you don't know the culture, you begin to understand
people and get to know them. I
think here in the U.S., we sometimes forget that other countries
exist."
MARY HOWE, senior interna-

tional business and marketing
major, participated in the program two years ago.
"The level of difficulty of the
courses are on par with BG, but
they stress learning and understanding rather than grades,"
she said. "It is more interesting
because of the variety of courses
and the different professors."
Chittle said participating in a
program like this also looks
good on a resume.
"This is a big asset in getting
a job or getting admitted to a
graduate school," he said. "It
shows perspective employees/
interviewers that you are
adaptable and have initiative."
Chittle believes the most important aspect of the program is
it "opens students' eyes, that
people in other countries do live
differently then we, and that the
way we do things is not always
the best way."
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Editorial

Dull times on Saturday night

The
perils
of
a
makeup
artist
A wise choice
Perhaps the most recognizable change in the
Reagan administration since his 1980 inauguration has been his stance toward the environment.
His choice last week of Lee Thomas to fill the
EPA administrator seat vacated by William
Ruckelshaus is clearly a step toward improving an
environmental record ripe with controversy and
incongruity.
Thomas, former head of the EPA's toxic waste
unit, met with the president last week and said he
believed Reagan to be "committed" to environmental protection.
This is a statement some might find hard to
stomach with memories of James Watt and Anne
Gorsuch Burford still fresh in mind.
However, Thomas has already won over much
support from the president's two largest opponents
on his environemntal policies: the Democrats and
environmental lobbyists.
Democratic Representative from Michigan John
Dingell, who is chairman of the House Energy and
Commerce Committee, a man whose state takes
great strides to attract tourists to its national
parks, said Thomas' appointment is "emminently
acceptable."
The well-known environmental group, the Sierra
Club, called Thomas "an able administrator,"
adding that Thomas knew what it would take to get
the job done.
We hope that Dingell and the Sierra Club are
correct in their assumptions that Reagan has
changed or at least softened his policies toward
protecting the environment.

Kicking the dust
off Ron's budget
by James B. Vanzant

though because he doesn't have
to depend on medicare to stay
healthy; he gets to take trips to
his ranch in California to get
fresh air and relaxation: it's just
too bad all of the elderly in our
country don't have these benefits isn't it?
FARM PROGRAMS: Reagan got around this one pretty
good during the campaign. His
four point plan to help farmers
really made him look good.
Maybe through his actions now
the people that believed his garbage during the campaign can
see how he really feels about the
American farmer. Statistics
brought out during the campaign showed that the average
American farmer earns an annual income more than $ 1,000
below national poverty level.
Reagan's upcoming cuts in farm
subsidies and loans to farmers
that believe in natural soil conservation, aren't going to help
the income of farmers, but Reagan doesn't care.
STUDENT AID: This ought to
hit us right where we live. How
much more will Reagan cut out
of federal student aid; he has
already cut so much out it can be
compared to a turkey about two
weeks after Thanksgiving. Since
there's no meat left I guess he
will start breaking the bones
that are left over. I suppose we
can expect this from a man who
wants to abolish the federal Department of Education. I know
quite a few of the so-called Reaganites on campus and I truly,
hope if they are affected by
these cuts they won't complain
later on because it's their own
fault.
Well Reagan, "there you go
again," proving once again that
you are an idiot. It is a tough
lesson to learn but the entire
country has another four years
to watch and learn. Maybe by
1988 the voters will have a good
reason for who they elect. I nope
these budget cuts are not just a
beginning of what is in store for
us, but In studying Reagan's
past record I am prepared to
accept the inevitable - that they
are just a beginning.

I know I said, In my last
article, that I was going to let
the dust settle on Reagan, but I
am finding that doing this is
becoming more and more difficult. It's rather difficult to let
the dust settle on a jackass,
because a jackass has the tendency to kick at various things
in a violent manner, thus causing the dust to be stirred up all
over again.
An article in the Nov. 28,1964
edition of the Blade read as
follows: "President Reagan is
committed to cutting federal
spending no matter how painful
it may be, Larry Speakes, the
president's spokesman said yesterday. "We believe that the
election was won on the following principles: no tax increases
ana reducing government
spending."
According to the article in
TTie Blade the areas that are
targets for the cuts include
Medicare, farm programs, veterans' health programs, civil
service, retirement programs,
and STUDENT AID.
I have to give Reagan credit
for this: he didn't leave anybody
out on these cuts. Oops! did I say
he didn't leave anybody out?
What I meant to say was: he
didn't leave anybody out except
himself and his rich friends and
family.
The same anonymous administration official mentioned
above said that one of the budget
packages "salient features" is
that it will scarcely affect"
programs for the poor. Let me
ask all of the people that voted
for the Reagan image a question. Who do the above mentioned programs benefit? The
answer is: One of the largest
contingents of beneficiaries of
theseprograms is the poor.
MEDICARE: This program
was designed to benefit the
lower income elderly in our
country that can't afford the
medical treatment that they so
often need. Medicare doesn't
adiddly-squat when it comes
ispital costs in this country
as it is now. So what does Reagan want to do? He wants to cut
James B. Vanzant, a columneven more away which will hurt ist for the News, is a freshman
the elderly of this country even business administration major
more. Reagan doesn't care from Cleveland.
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by Karen Sarklsian

Saturday night, while my
right hand was immersed in a
bag of Pepperidge Farm Mint
Milano cookies, and my left
clutched an icy can of Diet Coke,
I began to ponder the inevitable
... why was I (once again)...
dateless?
Earlier in the evening, I had
played makeup artist, hair dresser, and fashion consultant...
applying eyeliner, selecting lipsticks, curling and spraying
hair, and approving last minute
sweater, shoe and belt selections
for my three eager roommates,
all of whom had dates for the
evening.
However, as finishing
touches were completed, each of
my roommates strutted out of
the apartment arm in arm with
"men" ... who were the potentials for a night of excitement,
romance and adventure: I sat
surrounded by textbooks ...
potentials for increased intellect, educatinal enrichment, and
well-roundedness - hence, "Saturday night boredom."
My roommates are living
pr-oof, I thought, sinking my
teeth into another cookie, and
taking a slug of Diet Coke, that it
is possible to have a date in
Bowling Green.
But then why am I here
alone?
Scrutinizing the situation
very carefully, (cookies and diet
pop always help me do this), I
decided that I was tired of the
dating scene altogether because
my personal experience seemed
to allude to one conclusion - It's
a no win situation! So, how do
you compromise?
You see, men are such a
funny breed. Quite frequently
they are more like puzzles than
people, and you can rack your
brains and still never completely figure them out. If you
''play hard to get," remaining
wholesome and pure, men often
don't bother calling back because you're just too much trouble to go after, and too time
consuming. Let s face it, most
men would rather go Uptown
and get a girl who will than
grow gray waiting for a lady to
come around." (After all, college men are in the "prime," so
we're told, and "raging hormones" must rage).
In any case, since being either "virginly and aloof", or its

opposite, "free and easy" with
men just doesn't seem to do the
trick, we often try just "being
ourselves." However, have you
ever tried "being yourself"
around a man who makes your
blood boil and your knees weak?
- one who really trips your trigger. Impossible feat! The
harder we work at "being ourselves," the more we stammer
and stutter, garble and quake,
and the more fake and forced we
appear.
Finally we may employ the
infamous, we'll just work at
being friends first tactic. Well,
that's just fine and dandy, but
then how do you get the man to
look at you as "dating material"
once you've reached the

friendship stage? By this time
he knows many of your weird
quirks and imperfections, so
much of the mystery, chase and
excitement is lost for him. especially if thinks of you solely as a
buddy and pal - lust another
"kid-sister" type. You may be
called on to help him with a
paper, or to lend him your Human Sexuality 340 class notes,
but forget about him asking you
to practice any of the class concepts, take you out for a night on
the town, or invite you over for a
cozy movie and a cold beer.
So, here I sit alone (now with a
stomach ache) gripping my last
cookie and warm swig of Diet
coke, and still just as confused
(if not more so) than ever.

I've considered asking my
roommates for some pointers,
but what works for one person
rarely works for another. Besides, we're all very different
and unique people.
Well, I guess I'll just put men
on the back burner for a while,
an heed my dear mother's advice, "Karen," she would say,
"when you least expect it - expect it! It's when you're not
looking that you find a man!"
There, I feel much better now!
- Besides ... there's always
next weekend.

Karen Sarkisian is a senior
1PCO major from Willowick,
Oh.

Letters
Group billing is
unfair practice
In reference to the rebuttal to
my letter of the 14th of November, I would like to ask Mr. Dill
if he had really thought out his
objections to group billing. I
would like to think that it is
obvious to those of us who live in
dorms that house classrooms as
well as students that group billing is blatantly unfair.
However, there is just one
thing about my letter that I
would like to clear up before I
answer Mr. Dill. When I said,
"knowing that next year's group
of residents would have to pay
for my year's damage," I had
hoped that the alleged abilities
of those who attend college, albeit B.G.S.U., would have the
ability to comprehend our common tongue, or is it possible, Mr.
Dill, that you are a recent denizen of this country? My year's
damage, should it not be appearant, means the year in which I
and everyone else attend
B.G.S.U. It does not mean the
damage that I would inflict upon
our already battered campus,
for, under this bizarre system of
group billing, I would, obviously, have to pay for said
damage were it near my room.
Yet, there could be an exception, Mr. Dill. Has it not occurred to you that I could get my
druthers by causing some sort or
damage to your floor, not admit
to it, and gloat while you and
your "buddies," pay for the
damage? Has it also occurred to
you that there are other circumstances in which damage occurs?
I live in Offenhauer West;
however, we and our friends are
not the only ones who use the
facilities of this dorm. There are
far many more who visit this
dorm, and this is because we
have the distinct honor of housing the Speech 102 offices and
classrooms.
I would like Mr. Dill to see just
how many people ride the three
lifts that connect all eleven
floors of our dorm. Sure, most of
us who live here use these lifts,
but what really draws the
crowds most of the time are the

people heading to the speech
classrooms arid offices on the
eleventh floor.
As you can imagine, Mr. Dill,
this would be an obvious cause
for wear, tear and abusement of
said lifts. Are you going to tell
me that I, or anyone else on my
floor is responsible for the frequent breakdowns of these lifts?
Before you answer, though, I
should like to tell you of a similar situation that exists in Offenhauer East. There are just two
differences. One is the fact that
their lifts rarely breakdown, for
there are no offices in their
building. There is no eleventh
floor, for that matter. Yet,
should anyone decide to charge
all of us in Offenhauer West for
these recalcitrant, abused lifts,
we, and only we in Offenhauer
West, must pay for them.
Now, if you still think that
group billing is fair. I think that
mat is your right. I, for one.
would hope that others would
see the inherent injustices of this
system, and I would also hope
that there would commence a
large number of students who
would lobby against this obvious
sham.

Suicide referendum
addressed problem
Brown University students recently passed a referendum,
which stated that suicide pills
should be made available in the
event of a nuclear war. The
Brown University students
should be applauded. They have
stated that nuclear war is suicide. Even more importantly,
they have addressed an issue
that most Americans have chosen to ignore. It cannot be ignored! It should be realized that
all the bombs in the world are
not going to stop nuclear war.
People are going to stop nuclear
war and we, as human beings,
have the right and the responsibility to say "Stop!" "We want
to live." As a university composed of adults, who represent
the hope for the future, let us
take a stand to combat this
plague of apathy. We should
make our fellow Americans
aware that we are concerned
and we are willing to do what is
necessary to prevent such a
holocaust from occuring. By
supporting the stand that the
Brown University students have

Paul M. Flore
1122 Offenhauer West
■Correct ion sThe quote attributed to me in
November 28 BG News was incorrect. There have been (and
continue to be) incidents of racial harassment at Bowling
Green State University. It is
because of such incidents, which
have been clearly documented
by three University-wide committees: The Status of Women
and Minorities (1982), the President's Committee on Recruitment and Retention of Minority
and Non-Traditional Students
(1983), and the President's Task
Force on Minority Student
Needs (1984) that the Equal
Opportunity Committee has developed the proposed Racial and
Ethnic Harassment Policy. The
Committee encourages individual students and student groups
to read and respond to this proposed policy. The policy may be
obtained from the Affirmative

Action Office, 705 Administration Building or the Under-graduate Student Government or
Graduate Student Senate offices.
Suzanne Crawford, Director
Affirmative Action
There was an error in the Nov.
15 issue of the News in an article
titled "Aid rules made strict" on
page 1. The article said that the
University's new financial aid
policy gives students one semester to bring up their grade point
average if they are found deficient under the new University
standards. However, the new
policy actually gives students
two successive semesters to
bring up their GPA, according to
Bob Arrowsmith, assistant vice
president for Student Affairs.
The News regrets the error.

taken, we can begin to win the
war on apathy. Please, our futures depend on it.
Thank you for your attention
to this problem.
Carlene E. Bennett

■Respond
The BG News Editorial
Page is the campus forum for
comments regarding articles
in The News or important
issues concerning the University and its community.
Guest columns from members of the University community are gladly accepted.
If you would like to write a
"commentary" column
please contact the editorial
editor.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included for verification.
Letters to the Editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and guest columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
Anyone wishing to submit
application to become a regular columnist for the News
should contact the editorial
editor.
The News reserves the
right to reject letters or portions of letters that the staff
believes to be in bad taste,
malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation according to space
available.
Columns that appear in the
BG News do not necessarily
reflect the paper as a staff.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
104 University Hall
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Students blame libraries

New car stolen from
auto transport truck

Discs mysteriously erased
by Carole Hornbergcr
staff reporter

Sitting in front of the Apple
computer, John could not believe his eyes. His entire disc
had been erased. He always
was painstakingly careful
with his disc and could not
figure out why this had happened. Then he remembered
he had placed the disc on the
library demagnetising table.
According to Floris Wood,
assistant professor/information services at Jerome Library, students claim they
have lost programs or characters have been tumbled on
their discs, but were is no
proof the demagnetising instrument causes the loss.
The demagnetiser is used
at both the Jerome and MathScience libraries.
Wood explained the instrument used in checking out
books is located under the

counter of both library checkout areas. Wood said it is
designed to change polarity in
the magnet found in each
book.
If this is not done before the
book is taken from the library, Wood said, the buzzer
will sound when the student
walks through the gates.
WOOD SAID the gates are
not an electrical Held but
contain a light field that can
detect anything heavily magnetic. He said if the book Is
not demagnitized, it casts a
heavy shadow causing the
buzzer to go off.
Wood said he has done several experiments rubbing
discs over the counter and
passing them through the
Ktes. Each time, he said, he
s not lost any part of the
discs' programs.
In an experiment done for
this reporter at the Science
Library, Wood placed a disc
in a computer to prove there

were programs on it. He then
passed the disc through the
gates several times and
rubbed the disc, which was
out of its folder, over the
counter.
He also placed paper clips,
which stood on end, on top of
the counter to show there was
a magnetic force. After a few
minutes, Wood put the disc
back in the computer. None of
the programs were altered.
Despite these findings,
Wood said it seems possible a
disc could be erased because
of the magnetic power under
the counter and its ability to
change the polarity of other
ALSO said there are
probably many other possible
reasons for the loss of information on a disc but he is
unsure of what they are.
According to Dale Schroeder, assistant director of
academic user's services, a
diacette must be very close to

a magnet before programs
can be erased.
Last year, Schroeder said,
his office needed to erase
management information
systems discettes when
classes were over. He said
they did some testing and
found that when they touched
a magnet to the disc, all programs were erased. The further away the magnet from
the disc, the less Impact it
had on erasing, he said.
Shroeder added that the
size and power of the magnet
and quality of the disc also
could be factors.
Because the library is not
sure their instruments do not
erase programs, Wood recommended students avoid
putting discs on top of the
counter or near any magnetic
field. He said the possibility
of putting warning signs up at
each check-out center to remind students is being discussed.

by Geoffrey Barnard

wire editor

It was a matter of "good
taste" but poor driving for two
Findlay youths who allegedly
stole a new car from an automobile transport truck early
Tuesday, according to Bowling
Green Police Chief Galen Ash.
The pair stole a 1985 Chevrolet
Camaro Z-28 "with all the goodies on it" about 12:45 a.m. from
the Holiday Inn parking lot, 1550
East Wooster St., Ash said.
One suspect, the passenger,
was arrested after he had abandoned the car south of Fostoria.
The car had been badly damaged when it was driven over an
8-inch sewer pipe, according to
police reports.
The other suspect is still at
large, the report stated.
Billy L. Wells, 18, of Findlay,
was found lying in a ditch near
the car by members of the Hancock County sheriffs depart-

Phi
Alpha
Delta *%
Pre-Law Fraternity
BOOK SCHOLARSHIP RAFFLE
50C each - TICKETS - 5 for $2.°°

$100

WINTER SPECIAL

$4.75
Ph. 352-5166
203 North main
Open 4 p.m.

Stop at the 4> A A table in the BA Building or
Moseley Dec. 6,7,10, & 11 between 10 a.m. -1 p.m.
Drawing Date: 12/14/84

PARTY TIME IS
PIZZA TIME

itftomviK

THE PIZZA STORE
10S8 N. MAIN behind Sy»t«m Sevan

13 In. One
Item Pino

p&8P-*»

Additional Items ?5« »o

.-.• .,.■,!,.i.■..

Expires 12'31/84

WBGU-TV is where you belong

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE!!

Forless than $2 you can make your
own 12" Pepperoni Pizza.
Cheese & meats for party trays

ment and several police dogs,
Ash said.
HE IS CHARGED with grand
theft/auto, and is being held in
Wood County Jail under $10,000
bond.
The two youths led members
of the Findlay post of the Ohio
State Highway Patrol on a high
speed chase for "15 to 25 miles,"
according to the police report.
The car was spotted by members of the Highway Patrol outside of Findlay on 1-75 about an
hour after it was reported missing, Ash said.
"Whoever these guys were,
they had good taste, he added.
"From what I understand the
car was just beautiful."
The two had driven to Bowling
Green from Findlay in a 1984
Oldsmobile Cutlass allegedly
stolen from a Findlay auto dealership, the report stated.
It is possible the suspects are
linked with a number of recent
thefts in the Findlay area, the
report stated.

12953 KRAMER RD
— B.O. BG't LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

MEADOWVIEW COURT
214 Napoleon Rd.

/
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Apartments
available:
for Second Semester

352-7031

1 Furnished
Efficiency

1 Unfurnished
Efficiency

•225/month

*200/month

landlord pays gas
tenant pays electric
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tenant pays electric

1 Bdrm.
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1—..
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and electric
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M M *S *H week gets
students involved
U*A*S*H Week, a University
Activities Organization event
running this week, has been a
way for UAO to work as a unit
and get more students involved
in its programming.

credit for M'A'S'H Week to
Judy Connors, director of the
News & Views/Lectures Committee.
The week's events began Saturday with a Red Cross multimedia first aid workshop. Other
highlights have included
"M'A'S'H," the original movie,
and a 25-question tnvia contest
with prizes awarded to winners.
Today, UAO is sponsoring a trip
to Tony Packo's Cafe in Toledo.
Because UAO is always
looking for new ideas, M'A'S'H
Week probably will not become
a tradition, Needham said. However, she added, UAO might use
the theme again in a few years.

to Julie Needham,
—jnt, the event is an
ity for UAO to bring in
to students which they
The idea for M'A'S'H Week
developed when the News 4
Views/Lecture Committee invited Larry Linville (M'A'S'H's
Major Frank Burns), to speak
on campus, Needham said.
She said she attributes much

I
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Editor's note: This story is a
follow-up to last week's story on
animal research.
by Zora Johnson
reporter

One animal dies every three
seconds in laboratory experiments in the United States,
according to Gregory Gorney,
president of Students for Animals at the University.
Gorney, senior restaurant
management major, said this
use of animals is not only cruel,
but unnecessary.
"Beneath the scientific jargon, animal research is redundant and invalid," he said. "The
same experiments are done over
and over, often with inconclusive results."
He said researchers' claims
that major comparisons can be

Pre Christmas SalesJumpers

|

Animal research questioned

Suits

entire stock
, solids, stripes, tweeds
25% - 40% off

|
i
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r-DatelineThursday, Dec. 6
Concert - The BG Brass
Choirs will give a concert at 8
&m. in Kobacker Hall of
oore Musical Arts Center.
Free and open to all.
Pi Sigma Alpha - The political science honor society is
having an initiation meeting.
Transportation is being provided from behind Williams

ment," he said. "Scientific ends
do not Justify this."
Gorney said animals are nothing more than tools to researchers. "When they apply for
grants, animals are budgeted
for along with other supplies
such as detergent and glassware." he said.
Animal rights' activists are
currently backing a Congressional bill designed to protect animals from suffering
unnecessarily in laboratory experiments, Gorney said. Included in the bill are provisions
for anesthesia, duplicative research and repetitive use of animals.
"Researchers are in a rut of
immediately turning to an animal model to solve biological
problems," he said, adding that
the study of tissues and sea
urchins or the use of computers
Hall at 6:45 p.m. The meeting
will be at 1304 Bourgogne
Ave. at Dr. Merriam's house.
Campus Film - The film
"Ragtime" will be shown at 7
p.m. in the Amani, Northeast
Commons. Free and open to
all.
Theater Production "Monday After the Miracle"
is being performed at 8 p.m.
in the Joe E. Brown Theater
in University Hall. Admission
is $1.50.

can achieve results superior to
those obtained through animal
research.
OTHER ALTERNATIVES include clinical psychology or observation of animals in their
natural habitats, he said.
"Instead of conducting experiments to discover how rats play
and applying these results to
children, a researcher can simply observe children at the playground behind Johnston Hall,"
he said.
"Morally, I feel that it is
wrong to use animals for experimental reasons." he said. But
realistically, all research can't
be stopped. But I feel that it
would be better to fund alternatives, rather than repetitive,
psychological research.
"When animal research is
stopped, no one will suffer from
it; the world will survive."
Classic Film - The Lenhart
Classic Film Series is showing "Tophat" at 8 p.m. in the
Main Auditorium of University Hall.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events. Submissions by all organizations
are welcome ana must be
turned in typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.

Sweater Vests
entire stock
20 styles
25% off

f

All Danskins

f

leotards, tights
25% - 50% off

Unadvertised reductions

Open EVENINGS Till 9:00 p.m. I
Mon. thru Fri. thru Dec. 21st.

|

drawn between animals and humans are untrue.
"For example, it is impossible
to attempt to reproduce all the
genetic factors involved in human mental illnesses in a rat,"
Gorney said. "A rat is a simplistic model at best."
Many drugs, if they had been
tested on animals first, would
not be in use today, according to
Gorney. He said aspirin kills
cats and results of penicillin
testing on guinea pigs are inconclusive.
THE ANIMAL Welfare Act
sets standards for care of animals such as cats and dogs, he
said, but these guidelines do not
apply to rats and mice.
''Although animals may be
well-fed and kept in clean conditions, there is no law to protect
them from experiencing pain
and suffering in an experi-

Dke PoU, Puff
525 KuLt St.

'tJk 3ntmatiom!l ^eskwad

I
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EXPERIENCE COUNTS!
JOIN

/The Gavel\
Staff for 1985
Positions Available:
Assistant Editor
Layout Editor
Photo Editor
Pick up Applications at 106 University Hall

SMITHS
HALLMARK &
\

OFFICE
SUPPLY
INVITES EVERYONE
•*v*
TO COME SEE THEIR
BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS!!

The World Student Association
extends a special thank you to all
participants and co-sponsors for
their support with the International Festival.
The proceeds donated at the
festival for our Ethiopian Fund are
greatly appreciated. Thank you
to all who have helped us help
the drought-stricken victims of
Ethiopia.

\
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Was that Santa?
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K N ws Susan Cross
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Three year-old Ryan Solt. son of Donna and Mike Solt. watched Santa
as he gave away candy canes to the crowd in the Union for the annual
Christmas tree lighting. Participants in the festivities were the men's
and women's choruses, Mary Edmonds, vice president for Student
Affairs, and, of course, Santa, played by Bob Arendash, director of
publicity for University Activities Organization.

BG News/Susan Cross

Only 18 shopping days left 'til Christmas
IF YOU PLAYED
CLARINET
or
BASS CLARINET
in your high school band,
$
WE INVITE YOU TO PLAY IN
THE UNIVERSITY BANDS SPRING SEMESTER

jn

J

Please contact the University Band Office
at 372-2186
Or stop by at Room 1010 Moore Musical Arts Center
for more information

Students plan day of fun

Kids' holiday planned
fessor of education.

by Kelly Fritz
reporter

"THE PROGRAM serves a
dual purpose," Schnupp-Lee
said. "The parents have an opportunity to finish their
Christmas shopping, and our
students have the opportunity to
learn by planning the event and
working with the children."

Students in the University's
College of Education are offering a day-long babysitting service Saturday for parents who
want to Christmas shop without
the "help" of their children.
The event, called "Kids'
Day," is a first-time project
sponsored by the Elementary
Education Student Advisory
Board, said Janet Schnupp-Lee,
board adviser and assistant pro-

More than 100 children have
registered for the program and
will be supervised by SO advisory board members and volunteers.

the actor at age 14 in junior high
school and put Dillon in "Over
the Edge" (1978) as a tough
street kid. Several top flight
roles followed, with Dillon
becoming a new symbol of
teenage rebellion in "My
Bodyguard," "Little Darlings,"
"Tex," "The Outsiders,"
"Liar's
Moon"
and
"Rumblefish." But in "The
Flamingo Kid," there is a new
Malt Dillon to be discovered.
Sure, he's still a legend in his
own neighborhood, but he's a
rumblefish out of water with a
flair for comedy and a crush on
shapely newcomer Janet Jones.

THE DAY'S activities will
include crafts, an art project,
games, stories, records, music,
movies and a visit from Santa,
who will be handing out treats.
Lisa Bornhorst, senior education major and student chairwoman of the event, believes
student volunteers will benefit
from their "Kids' Day" experience.
"I think the day will be a lot of
fun," Bornhorst said. "It's a
good experience working with
kids and also doing the planning
that a teacher has to do."

In Love," and Jessica Walter (as
the status-conscious Mrs.
Brody) is best remembered for
asking Clint Eastwood to "Play
Misty For Me."

Director Garry Marshall
shoots for the stars
For director Garry Marshall,
"The Flamingo Kid" is a
comedy right up his alley.
Known for his knack with
youthful casts of hit TV shows
such as "Happy Days" and
"Laverne & Shirley," Marshall

"Dance Fever" star in
major Him role

Mall and Janel — a breath of fresh air.

A NEW MATT DILLON...ON THE MOVE
OK, smart guy! What would
you do if you were Jeffrey
Willis? It's your last summer
before choosing between college and jobless oblivion. Now
comes a summer dream job at
the ritzy El Flamingo Beach
Club, a luxurious haunt of the
New York rich absolutely dripping easy money and overrun
with beautiful girls. You rub
more than shoulders with a
gorgeous blonde coed visiting
from California, you are taken
under the wing of the Club's
resident "get-rich-quick" artist
and, suddenly, college is coming in a very distant second.

ifl

So, in September, what will it
be? For Matt Dillon as Jeffrey
Willis in Twentieth Century
Fox's "The Flamingo Kid," the
decision won't be easy.
Everyone has an idea about
what he should do with his life
— and they're ALL wrong.

Although he is only 20, Matt
Dillon has starred in eight Films
since a casting director found

i

Flair for comedy
As the bright but less than
"Easy Street" smart Jeffrey,
Matt Dillon takes on a role
tailored to show the talented
young actor in a new light.

The tall, sunny blonde shines in
her first major film role after
brief appearances in "One
From the Heart" and "Grease
II." A veteran at age 22 of five
seasons on TV's "Dance Fever"
team, Janet Jones will follow
her role in "The Flamingo Kid"
by starring in the eagerly
awaited film version of "A
Chorus Line."

Mall Dillon Is "The Flamingo Kid:

Also starring is a seasoned trio
of lop performers. Richard
Crenna (as slick sports car
dealer Phil Brody) recently
made his mark in "Body Heat"
and "First Blood," and will
soon reteam with Sylvester
Stallone in a second "Blood"
called "Rambo;" Hector
Elizondo (as Jeffrey's concerned father) was last seen in
the hilarious "Young Doctors

Shapely newcomer Janel Jones.
guides "The Flamingo Kid" on
the heels of his first hilarious
feature, "Young Doctors in
Love."
For a dash of summer in the
dead of winter, here comes
"The Flamingo Kid." Your last
days before college were never
this hot and bothered.
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Reagan works Fire's one-year anniversary
to cut budget '83 blaze prompts new regulations
WASHINGTON (AP) - Declaring "we must get control
of federal spending." President Reagan ordered his Cabinet yesterday to save nearly
$34 billion next year through a
drastic program of either
freezing, cutting or eliminating all of the government's
domestic programs.
The president's orders include tentative approval for
eliminating the federal revenue sharing program to the
states and phasing out all
federal subsidies to mass
transportation programs and
the Postal Service, members
of Congress said.
Reagan's list of budget cuts
presented to his Cabinet also
would eliminate the Job
Corps and the Legal Services
Corp. and phase out federal
subsidies tor sewage systems, according to congressional and administration
officials.
Only Social Security is
exempt from the edict, which
will require congressional ac-

tion to fully implement. Reductions in the planned
military buildup also are expected to be recommended.
ACCORDING TO A document White House budget director David Stockman used
in briefing congressional Republicans, spending on literally hundreds of programs
would be frozen at the current
levels.
For other programs, such
as the Small Business Administration and Community Development Block Grants,
there would be deeper cuts.
Other programs would be
eliminated or phased out.
In addition, the plan includes a phaseout ot federal
subsidies for Amtrak, the national passenger railroad.
Stockman told the Republicans that Reagan has not yet
approved any cutback in the
planned Pentagon buildup,
although he has been asked to
do so by both his advisers and
congressional leaders.

One Urge One Item Pizza
FREE DELIVERY

352-3551

;Newlove Management
Find your dream apartment without
trudging through the snow. Eliminate the
hassles of apartment shopping with
Newlove Management Services. Simply call
for our free brochure listing over 400
apartments and houses for rent.

CINCINNATI (AP) - The fire
a year ago yesterday that killed
seven residents of a group home
for the mentally retarded has
prompted new requirements or
recommendations for smoke
alarms and sprinkler systems in
those facilities.
Among other things, the 1983
blaze at a three-story home in
Cincinnati's North Avondale
neighborhood prompted formation of a state committee to
study group-home safety regulations ana recommend improvements. The committee has
urged passage of laws to require
that sprinkler systems and
smoke detectors monitored by
alarm companies be installed in
all group homes licensed by the
state to house six or more retarded residents.
Gov. Richard Celeste has endorsed those recommendations,
which are awaitingaction by the
Ohio Legislature. The safety improvements could cost the state

at least $3.5 million, said spokesman Jim Bruney of the Ohio
Department of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities.
William Koenig, whose son
Terry died in the Cincinnati
group home fire, said he will be
satisfied that some lesson has
been learned from the tragedy if
the Legislature adopts those recommendations. Koenig said he
isn't bitter about his son's death,
and that he has not secondf jessed the decision to place
erry in the group home.
"HE ENJOYED everything
he ever had," Koenig said. "He
enjoyed living in that home."
Operators of some group
homes for the retarded have
begun installing sprinkler systems, even though they are not
required by Ohio law.
I think that residential operators are more aware, and
that's an important step, said

Meg Harman of the Association
for Retarded Citizens of Hamilton County. "Once the state recommendations for minisprinkler systems are a reality,
then we would probably all feel
better."
THE DEC. S, 1983, blaze killed
six residents of the Cincinnati
home and injured four others
and the facility's night manager. A seventh resident died
more than a month later from
his injuries. Fire inspectors attributed the fire to careless use
of smoking materials near a
plastic waste basket.
Fire Chief Norman Wells said
at the time that all of the lives
might have been saved if the
group home had a sprinkler system. The state did not require
sprinkler systems in the homes
then and still doesn't.
"My feelings are just as
strong now as they were before, Wells said.

CINCINNATI (AP) - There
are skeptics and there are believers as the search intensifies
for a "big cat" - which some say
is a cougar or mountain lion that has people in a Cincinnati
neighborhood wary.
Marsha Snider, who with her
husband, Samuel, have made
nightly forays in recent weeks to
try and tranquilize the mystery
cat, said yesterday she believes
the animal is probably a cougar
or something similar. The animal is apparently obtaining food
from people or garbage cans, or
it might well go in search of
children or small animals for
food, Mrs. Snider said.
"We personally feel that it
could very well be a cougar,"
she said. "I think it's being fed.
If it wasn't, it would start stalking people, particularly children. It likes small game."

The Sniders, who are licensed
by the state wildlife agency to
capture nuisance animals, were
called into the case by neighborhood residents who were referred by the Hamilton County
Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals. They have
been leaving out food in wooded
areas of the North Avondale
neighborhood where the cat has
been reported, in hopes of luring
the animal so they can hit it with
a tranquilizing blow dart.
"ITS NOT THAT hard to hit
anything with a blow dart. I
think they're more accurate
than tranquilizer guns," Mrs.
Snider saia.
The animal has been reported
in the area off and on for about
two years, but has caused concern recently because more peoEle are seeing it in areas near
omes and apartments, Mrs.
Snider said. She thinks the cat is

tame and has been a pet, because of its behavior and because its footprints revealed it
has been declawed.
Harold Dates, assistant manager of the county SPCA, said he
doesn't think the animal is a
large cat. He has seen its footprints, which measure about
three inches across.
But, he said, a large cat would
eat smaller animals - including
dogs and cats in the neighborhood - and no residents have
complained about their pets disappearing.
' 'They would eat a pretty hefty
diet," Dates said of large cats.
"If it had gotten any cats, dogs,
we would have gotten calls on it.
There has to be some explanation to it, but we'd like to get a
reliable source, so to speak. If
the police department saw it or
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Lamont Bohannon, 17, said he
saw the cat Saturday night slinking along a basketball court.
It was walking across the
courts. I heard it growl. Then I
ran," Bohannon said. "When the
policeman asked me if I saw
where it went, I said, 'I didn't
stick around.'"
Snider said she and her husband plan to take the cat to their
home, where they have a cage,
before the tranquilizer wears
off. The couple has previously
captured animals including a
bear.
"We do windows," she
quipped. "We don't do snakes."

SB&BOb

(next lo Sterling & Dorscy's)
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Cold 24 Returnables,
King Kegs, Beer Balls, Wine, Imports

^Thursday Night..
ATTITUDE
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For the 19 & over crowd.
Regular price on mixed drinks is 50e.

HAKIM. IP WITH
THE HOI SE ON FIRE

VARIOUS NEIGHBORS have
reported seeing the animal, in
their backyards or in the street
or on a basketball court. The
animal has not harmed anyone.

•••••••••••• Anytime •
• Close to all your needs, classes, convenient stores,
and town.
• Furnished, 2 bedroom apartments renting now for
summer and fall
• Limited number of roommate postions for the
semester
• On site management, maintenance and laundry
facilities.
• All utilities paid except lights
VISIT OUR MODEL/OFFICE
505 Clough, Suite B15
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CULTURE CLUB

one of our people saw it..."

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
352-9302

MANAGEMENT SERVICE
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In response to the fire and
Wells' urging, the Cincinnati
City Council enacted an ordinance requiring group homes in
Cincinnati to install smoke detectors and alarm systems monitored by alarm companies
outside the home. That law
takes effect Jan. 1, 198S. Previous laws only required smoke
detectors that sounded warnings
inside the house.

Ready for finals???

for you."

PAT BENATAR
TKOPICO
nduOMf

Authorities said the burned
Dana Avenue home met all state
and city fire and safety requirements. It was licensed in January 1983, passed fire
inspections in January and August 1983 and was equipped with
smoke detectors, portable fire
extinguishers and pull fire
alarm boxes.

Cincy neighbors search for 'big cat9

"Don't be disappointed. Shop Now! Just call, or
stop by our office...
successful because we do more
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The fire chief said he thinks
every structure in the city
should have sprinkler systems,
including single-family houses.
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RACKETEER'S

WRQN MINI SKIRT PARTY
WITH COUPON
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Post offs - Miller Lite 12 pk cans, Bud 12
pk cans, Olympia 12 pk cans, Michelob 6
pk NRs Old Milwaukee 6 pk cans, Lowenbrau 6 pk NRs, Miller 12 pk NRs, Miller 6
pk NRs

For the 18 & over crowd.
Regular price on mixed drinks is 501
from 8 - 8:30.

Prizes to the "HOTTEST" skirt
for the 18 & over crowd

Erito Lay
POTATO CHIPS
8 oz. pkg.

TOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS'

i

WOOSTER IN THE D.Q. BLDG

LANGUAGE
Gone are the days when sailors come home from the sea with
serpents - or the name of their beloved - emblazoned on their
biceps. Yet being tattooed has been growing in popularity in
recent years.
According to Robert Gerrie, owner of Toledo Tattoo Company,
tattooing is an extension of a person's feelings about life and
changes in tattoo designs over the last five years are expressing
these.
"Tastes have shifted from the traditional "MOM" or skull and
crossbones and now people want what is called fantasy art," said
Gerrie.
Gerrie desribes fantasy art as wizards, dragons and unicorns.
In recent years there also has been a growing trend away from
drab one- and two-color designs based in green, he said. Gerrie
now is working with as many as 14 colors.
Tattoos as a symbol of something done by a drunken soldier is
no longer correct, according to Gerrie.
"People are taking more time to decide whether they really
want a tattoo. They also are bringing in pictures or their own
designs to make the tattoo unique, he said.
A vend toward involvement of women as recipients and artists
is also becoming apparent, he said. He added mat 80 percent of
his business is from women. Of seven customers on a recent
Saturday, five were women, Gerrie stated.
Gerrie said most clients were between 25 and 40, although he
does attract a lot of college students. He recently tattooed a group
of fraternity brothers from the University of Toledo who had
their greek letters tattooed on their calves.
Wayne Collins, senior sports studies management major,
received a tattoo when he was 18. According to Collins, tattoos
are very popular in the Northeast where he got his.
However, Collins said he has received some negative feedback
here at the University and he thinks it is because they aren't as
common here.
Collins has a traditional tattoo design on his right shoulder - a
crucifix with a rose on each side and his name inside the crucifix.
Collins' second tattoo is on his hip. He and his high school hockey
teammates had their team mascot, a red devil, and their number
tattooed as a symbol of team unity.
According to Gerrie, men still have tattoos placed on arms,
chest or back, while women prefer to have them on shoulders,
wrists or ankles.
' 'Most women want them in an obvious place where they can be
seen without having to take off their clothes," Gerrie said. He
said this indicates a trend toward tattoos becoming more
accepted in society.
Gerrie said most men request traditional designs, such as the
eagle, which range in price from $65 to $150. Women's designs
range from $30 to $45 and the most popular include butterflies and
roses. He said price is based on the size of the design.
Since there are no schools that teach tattooing, it is learned
through apprenticeship under a recognized tattoo artist, Gerrie
said. He is certified by at least eight international organizations.
"These organizations help me keep up with the latest techniques and business trends,'' he said.
The actual process of tattooing is done with machines which
introduce colors into the skin with an electric needle. Gerrie
stressed that the techniques used for tattooing do not involve
using hypodermic needles.
He also said there is very little pain involved in the procedure
and most of his clients describe the sensation as one similar to a
razor burn or sunburn.
Collins said, "the pain is just a case of mind over matter."
According to Gerrie, the ability to properly tattoo someone is
more than a trade or a skill. He sees it as an art form which
enables him to help people express their feelings in a unique way.

Nancy Inspects her new $45 tattoo, pointing out the features to her husband Louie. Nancy, who asked that her last name not
be used, is from Clyde. Ohio.

The event will not be forgotten as Nancy's husband Louie and
friend Carol capture the scene on film.

Nancy grimaces as tattoolst Bob Gerrie outlines a pegasus on her right buttock while her husband
keeps her skin taut.

Wayne Collins dons a tattooed crucifix on
his right shoulder.

Story by Teresa Tarantino
Photos by Phil Masturzo

SnsEte
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A change for the better

Finally, a lineup the fans can appreciate
So the flair of Irish and the
leadership of Greer are
nothing but memories, but
last night's game was an
excellent display of John (we
need more "we and less
"me") Weinert's coaching
philosophy.
THERE WAS not one
particular standout player.
Nine Falcons saw action, and
Weinert said nine players
contributed.
In contrast to the Boston
University game, the Falcons'
opener against Findlay was a
sleeper. That game was
sloppier than a young boy's
bedroom with a sign on the
door that reads: "No parents
allowed."
And while most BG fans
were at home eating leftover
turkey, a few of us
unfortunate ones stuck out
the entire game against the
On top of that, Tuesday's
Oilers.
67-63 win was more exciting
So why the change?
than just about any other
Maybe the players are sick
game I've seen in Anderson.
of hearing how bad they're
And that includes plays like
going to be after the
David Greer to Colin Irish for
departure of last year's key
a pile-driving, see-you-on-theplayers.
other-end-of-the-court-when-you Or. they were showing
-recover layup.
people like me not to write

Tuesday night, aa I sat in
the press box of Anderson
Arena, I leaned over to my
partner and said, "I'm
leaving as soon as Boston has
this one in the bag. And, hey.
that shouldn't take too long.''
The rest of the game was
spent in disbelief. Bowling
Green played like a team this
reporter had not seen in
years, and that includes a
MAC champion of two years
ago.

We give you
more...

16 oz.
BOTTLES
of

»t*SI

c oa

1/3 more pop for
the same price

-50«FREE DELIVERY

PlZZOy35?-5l6<

them off so early.
But the physical change in
the lineup made by Weinert
was a definite plus.
Weinert peeled senior
reserve point guard Al
Thomas off the bench and
inserted him into the starting
role and moved regular Brian
Miller to the wing. This
moved two very good ball

Brian Miller

Al Thoma*

handlers in the backcourt
that disassembled the BU
full-court press.
THE TANDEM worked so
well together, that if you
didn't get a chance to see
them Tuesday, there will be
plenty of chances to

throughout the season.
Miller's move to wing
forced former starter Keith
Taylor to a forward spot. He
didn't argue, he scored 21
points.
Another factor was the play
of center Mike Maleske, who
returned for the first time
from a knee injury. Maleske
gave BG the muscle
underneath that was lacking
in the Findlay contest. And
though he fouled out, the 6-7
sophomore was intimidating,
while adding six points and
seven rebounds.
And finally, Weinert
dazzled the recruiting world
when he signed Anthony
Robinson from former state
champion Canton McKinley
High School. Robinson, as a
starting freshman, is
beginning to show the flair
Irish possessed these last few
years.
Could it be? Could BG have
one dominant player again?
I hope not, the team play is
much tetter viewing, with
better results. Tuesday's win
was a perfect example.

3he tstftoonffement
Hair. Skin, and Nail Designers

A
A
A
A
A
presents
A
A
WFAL AM 680 A
-U7EA
4 "Blitz lor Finals" A
A Christmas Party A
A Wei, Dec. 12 A
4 Live Broadcast A
A Starts at 8 p.m. A
A
A
Open - 8 p.m.
A
-4-«<4M<*<4«tM

10% OFF Your Choice Of
Haircuts and Perms
with Cindy
181 (BIS. Main
Tm"m
Thru Dec. 21 with this coupon

•
•
•
•
•

Need Class Credit?
Need a place for an internship?
Enjoy working with adolescents?
$
Enjoy individual and group counseling?
Want a challenge?
Helping HAND, is taking applications for Peer
Facilitator and Supervisory positions.
For more information contact Helping HAND
(419) 424-0011.

Bowline Green's women's
basketball team defeated Cleveland State last night, 71-57, in
Cleveland.
The Falcons outscored CSU
43-25 in the second half after a
close 28-27 opening stanza. Included in that second half run
was a 23-6 spurt in the opening 10
minutes.
Stephanie Coe led BG with 17
points off a torrid eight-of-nine
performance from the field and

<& Weekend
*^ Movies
Thursday, Dec. 8

TOP BAT

6:00 p.m.
Main Auditorium
Free
Fri./Sat. Dec. 7 8 8

aro&*

8:00 10:00
Main Auditorium
31.60 w/D
FrL/Sat. Dec. 71 I

6:00pm- 12pm
Sunday-Saturday

Locatcd in

BEREA, Ohio (AP) - The socalled "Three Rivers jinx" has
little meaning for either Cleveland Browns' Coach Marty
Schottenheimer or Pittsburgh
Steelers' Coach Chuck Noll.
The Browns have never won at
Pittsburgh's Three Rivers Stadium, with 14 straight National
Football League losses there
since the stadium opened in
1970.
Schottenheimer. looking to
Sunday's trip to Pittsburgh, said
there are several ways to view
the problem.
"One would be that the odds
are now in your favor," Schottenheimer said yesterday. "I
don't know if it should be a
factor, but you don't know what
goes on in the minds of every
player. You do know that every
time you go somewhere, you
have an opportunity to win.'
Noll, whose Steelers are only
7-7, yet hold a one-game lead
over the Cincinnati Bengals in
the weak Central Division of the
AFC, said the Steelers aren't
considering their home streak
over Cleveland.
"I haven't thought about it.
I'm lust getting
ready to play a
football team,,r Noll said.
IN THE fourth game of the
season, the Browns beat the
Steelers 20-10 in Cleveland.
"The greatest improvement
I've seen is their defense. I saw
improvement in it last year, but
they've come on even better and
they play aggressively," said
Noll.
On Sunday, Pittsburgh fell to
the Houston Oilers 23-20 in overtime. Cleveland, 4-10, also lost in
overtime. 20-17 to Cincinnati.
Remarkably, if Cleveland had
held onto its 10-point, fourthquarter lead over the Bengals,

Commons Dining Hall

jjjfo

Midnight

Main Auditorium
9.60 w/D

SANTA
SPECIAL

20% OFF

the Browns would be traveling
to Pittsburgh with playoff hopes.
"But the game is still important the way I look at it in terms
of our continued progress. We're
3-3 in the last six games (since
Schottenheimer replaced the
fired Sam Rutigliano) and we've
been improving offensively. We
have to continue to work on and
upgrade our specialty teams
ana we want to win the football
game," the Cleveland coach
said.
Schottenheimer said he'd like
to force Pittsburgh to throw on
every down.
"It they|ve got to throw every
down, it means we've taken control of the line of scrimmage and
would probably also mean that
we're ahead."
PITTSBURGH HAS struggled
with inconsistency this season.
The Steelers crushed the dangerous and improving San Diego
Chargers 52-24 only six days
before losing to the lowly Oilers,
now 3-11.
Schottenheimer blamed the
Steelers' trouble on injuries.
"They've really had a number
of people get banged up. Any
time you have a significant number of injuries, it hurts you and
I'm sure it's been a factor,"
Schottenheimer said.
Steelers' linebacker Jack
Lambert, an 11-year veteran,
has played only sparingly this
season because of a painfully
dislocated big right toe. His status for the Browns' game is
listed as questionable.
Cleveland cornerback Frank
Minnifield also is questionable
because of a pulled hamstring.
Schottenheimer said that if Minnifield doesn't start, cornerback
Larry Braziel will start in his
place.

Women cagers win

HELPING H.A.N.D.-

TAKE SOME TIME ~"%
TO TREAT YOURSELF

^Y__

Cleveland hopes to
beat Pittsburgh jinx

one-of-one at the line.
Rhonda Moore added 12 points
and eight rebounds and Jo Lynn
Shouphad seven points.
Tankers top Notre Dame
The men's and women's swim
teams defeated Notre Dame In
South Bend, Ind. last night.
The men won 71-41 behind
wins from Dan Ersly in the
1,000-meter freestyle and Les
Szekly in the 200-meter IM and
the 100-meter freestyle.
The women won 81-69 with
double victories from Sheila
Westendorf in the 1,00-meter
freestyle and the 200-meter IM.
and Dawn Grant in the 1,000- and
200-meter backstroke.
Club riders open at OSU
The Bowling Green club rifle
team traveled to Ohio State last
weekend for their first match of
the season. In addition to BG
and OSU, Xavier, Miami, Akron
and Kentucky also competed.
Chris Frazier led BG with496
out of a possible 600 points. Mike
Babcock (421), Steve Cousins
(341) and Scott Prescott also
contributted to the Falcon effort.
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
•, -> THE SMART MOVE'

I

-M*T-HE LSAT
MPUIN

536-3701

Applications are now being
accepted for
EDITORIAL STAFF POSITIONS
of

ALL PAPERBACKS _THEJ3G_NEWS_
Thurs. Dec. 6 thru Sat. Dec. 8
University Bookstore
Student Services
Monday - Friday 8:00-5:00
Saturday 9:00-5:00
inmmiBBaggggttg»mmi««a»aBas»i»nmB«B«Ba»

for
SPRING SEMESTER 1985
Applications Available:
106 University Hall

Deadline: Thursday
December 6, NOON.
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Organized crime has never been
this disorganized!

A legend in his own neighborhood.

ABC Motion Pictures presents a MERCURY ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION
of a GARRY MARSHALL Film "THE FLAMINGO KID" Starring MATT DILLON
RICHARD CRENNA HECTOR ELIZONDO JESSICA WALTER
Story by NEAL MARSHALL Screenplay by NEAL MARSHALL
and GARRY MARSHALL Produced by MICHAEL PHILLIPS
Directed by GARRY MARSHALL
Original Soundtrack available on \brete Sarabonde Record* and Cassettes
Weened by Twentieth Century rW Edgewood FJm Distributors

PG
»iw-rwoimnic

13 srwssssu

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX •» A MICHAEL HERTZBERG PRODUCTION
AN AMY HECKERLING FILM • MICHAEL KEATON -JOHNNY DANGEROUSLY
IJOEPISCOPO^I MARILU HENNER• MAUREEN STAPLETON • PETER BOYLE
GRIFFIN DUNNE • GLYNNIS O'CONNOR • DOM DELUISE • RICHARD DIMITRI AND DANNY DEVITO
mu
dK''>WEIRMri'MHQ "^JOHN MORRIS -"H NORMAN GIMBEL
JWDAVID M.WALSH «BUD AUSTIN AND HARRY COLOMBY
■Tf NORMAN STEINBERG • BERNIE KUKOFF • HARRY COLOMBY • JEFF HARRIS
""^MICHAEL HERHBERG "TlAMY HECKERLING
i^ $**«*■ Son Mn In* fc«MI|CK

PG 13

ktellttaeetbnlelttjeriheteaM

fvMi An S*w* CMM » 8"» S#Ke*
i »wnni *■ '»t cut- •::']

!»■—»■ — m nw it— new o

STARTS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21 AT SELECTED THEATRES. SURTS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21 AT SELECTED THEATRES.

Classifieds.
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HERE'S
AUMOUC
WAV TO WISH
THOSE HARD TO BUY
FOB PEOPLE ON YOUR X-MAS LIST
HAPPY HOLIDAYS
SO NEWS CHRISTMAS CLASSIFIEDS WILL
BE FEATURED IN THE LAST FALL EDITION
FRIOAY OCCEMSER 14 WITH HIGHLIGHTS IN
RED AND QREEN — JUST SO- PER LINE
(1 LINE MINIMUM) ADVERTISING DEADLINE
WED.
DEC.

CLASSIFIEDS: 10- PB UK. II.M WWW OUME M MY. 3M0 SMCES PEP. UK » HTU
FM KU T1K CLtsWCD DtSPlAI «K 1SU PH MT

I HCrl MCKKXTS OUT; 7 UK

HUMJH POT U AuVBtTSIW KAHJK TWO DM II AOVtOCE IT I PH CUHSICTT ETEKTS
M IK FMT Mf FMI OF OUME; iueaU'.'WT US CHMOED IT KMLM MTE SCAUL

iNKMrrr

PUOIWT SCHEDUIE ARPLUS a TK FKI USTHC EVERY one TKSOAY.

rrALPHA SKSMA PHI
DECEMBER 8. 1848
139 YEARS OF PBIOE

Dec 8. 1984

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
BQCTM MAKE IT- TAKE IT' WORKSHOP
DEC 10, 7 30. 112 UFE SCIENCE COST
$3 MATH MAJORS. MINORS. ELEM ED
MAJORS WELCOME

ALPHA SK3 PRIOE
ALPHA SK5 PHIOE
ALPHA SW PWOE
Always il Sundance!!
Long Island Iced TM
11.801

Join me Fitness Brigade and support Toys For
Tots A rhythmic Illness program ol specially
choreographed exercise routines w* happen
Sat 8 Dec at 11 am. Bayvtew Armory. Toledo.
PRIZES" EXERCISE" FUN"
Admission 1 new toy or cash donation For
more «ito cel 726 2851 2852 or 372 2921

Andy Y
You wouldn't believe the problems I had trying
to say everything I wanted to aay In thai
personal I gueea It's just not poserble Suffice
to aay thanu lor the weekend I Too bad it «as
so short 11 I couldn't nave had a better time I
lova you ■ Daws).

Reggae l*ns. Get up. Stand up A Peter Tosh.
Sat Dec 8 115 Educ Bid . 7 30. Comm to
Commemorale Boh Marley. MSA TWGA Free

ATTENTION O.H.'S FRISCO JONE'S TWIN
IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT I GET IN TOUCH WITH
YOU. BUT I 0ONT KNOW HOW PLEASE
B.S.V.P IN THE B G PERSONALS SIGNED.
AN INTERESTED PARTY

Remember the story ol the Prodigal Son?
Find out how his story relates to the True
meaning of Chrlatmaa at Thursday Night
live. 7:30 p.m. tontlo In Foe. Inge . 2nd tlr.
Union. Sponsored by Campus Crusade tor
Christ

it-

^

ATTENTION PHI DELTS RAFFLE
DRAWING DEC 7 A CHANCE TO WIN A 13
INCH COLOR TV!!

STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN CHRISTMAS CAROLLING AT
PORTAGE GROUP HOME. MEET AT 110 BA
AT 6.JO SUN DEC. •. ALL ARE WELCOME

" Christmas Lott Special "
You w* get a FREE ladder and
FREE summer storage It you
purchase a ton before Jan 5
For intormaaon and to order
Can 352-3838
The Loft Construction ft Storage Service

UWC PRESENTS
FINAL EXAM PREPARATION WEEK
DEC 4. 5 30-7 00 SELECTING PREPOSITIONS
OEC 4. 7 30-9 00 TAMING PUNCTUATION
DEC 5. 5:30-7 00 ORGANIZING. DEVELOPING ESSAYS
OEC S. 7.30-9 00 PREPARING 1 WRITING
ESSAY EXAM
DEC 6, 5 30 7 00. IMPROVING YOUR SPEL
LING
DEC 8, 7 30-9 00. HOW TO WRITE EFFECTIVE SENTENCES
DEC 7. 5 30-7 00. CREATIVE EDITING
PROOFREADING
DEC 7. 7-30-9 00. TACTICS FOR COPING W.
EXAM BLUES
UP CAIN PH D UWC DIRECTOR
Al workshops win take place at University
Writing Center 303 Moeeley 372-2221 or
372-2388

OMk
Gat payched lor intlabOni Don t forget thoae
clean while undlee" Love. Barb

QRE-QMAT-LSAT
Stanley H. Kaplan Ed. Ctr.

536-3701
TUTORING
BASIC MATH - ALGEBRA - CALCULUS
READING - GRAMMAR - COMPOSITION
CALL 874-3349 AFTER 8pm
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER

DO YOURSELF ft A FRIEND A FAVOR' LOSE
WEIGHT ft EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR THE
HOLIDAYS ATTEND A 40 MINUTE HEALTH ft
NUTRITION PRESENTATION DECEMBER 6
AND 13 AT 6 CO P M UNIVERSITY HALL RM
200 LOSE UP TO 29 LBS PER MONTH WITH
ALL NATURAL HEALTH PROGRAM NO
FEES-NO OBLIGATION

Babysitting wanted
Have experience and relerences
688-8755
RUTHIES SEWING ft ALTERATIONS
Hemrrang new skirts ft dresses Letters sewn
on Garments must be clean 352-7288

Free BGSU Tranelera
Bowkng Green (Old Engesh) or BGSU (Block)
No coupon necessary Jeans N Things lor
Guys N Gala 531 Ridge Open 10-8 M-F. 105 30 Sat 12-5 Sun
QOLDEN KEY NHS NEW MEMBERS: PLEASE
JOM US AT THE INITIATION RECEPTION
SUNDAY, DECEMBER |, GRAND BALLROOM
AT 3:00. QUESTS ARE WELCOMEI

Al your typing needs
prompt ft professional
352-4017 Clara
Think your pregnant? Free leal ft help
Abaokitety confidential* i
Heartbeat 241-9131

PERSONALS

Little Suzanne Demaatas
You're the greatest and I could not have picked
a better me I kjve you bunches' OZ Love 1
Mine. Bkj Coaaen

Pis Pal's
Tat the seal on to be roty You bring the beer.
We'l bring the holy See you Thursday.
The Phi Mu'a

DELTA GAMMA MISTLETOE MADNESS COMING SATURDAY WHAT A WAV TO BRING IN
THE HOUOAVSHM
DO YOURSELF ft A FRIEND A FAVORI LOSE
WEIGHT ft EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR THE
HOLIDAYS ATTEND A 40 MINUTE HEALTH
AND NUTRITION PRESENTATION DECEMBER
8 AND 13 AT 6 OOp m UNIVERSITY UNION.
CANAL OR FORT ROOM. THIRD FLOOR
LOSE UP TO 29 Us PER MONTH WITH ALL
NATURAL HEALTH PROGRAM NO FEES—
rO OBLIGATION

SERVICES OFFERED

KIMPOSTTY
WELL MY FRIEND ITS ALMOST TIME XMAS
BREAK IS GOING TO BE GREAT, BUT IT8
GOING TO BE SAO TOO I WISH YOU COULD
STAY WITH ME BECAUSE I'M REALLY
GONNA MISS YOU
WE HAVE BEEN
THBOUGH SO MUCH IN SO LITTLE TIME
NEVER FORGET THE TRIP TO Kl. AND NEVER
FORGET THAT I LOVE YOU LIKE A SISTER
AND THATS HOW I THINK OF YOU HOW
WILL I SLEEP WITHOUT YOU? SORRY
ABOUT YOUR CAR I LOVE YA ROOMIE1
CAROLE.
Sweatera Bag $ 14 95 Sale S10 95 (Selected
Styles) Blouses 20V40N oft Jeans N Things
531 radge Open tonight tl B p m.

PABTTrME
9-2 and 49
Extra cash NOW"
Enthusiastic attitudes earning over $400 per
wreak plus dairy cash bonuses
Apply 178 W Wooaler

DECEMBER 8. 1845
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
139 YEARS OF PRIDE

LOST Saver wrialwatch Fn night ' at Main St
Recent birthday present Can 352-2521 ext
174 it round REWARD

••KD/SII "
1 more dey...
Grab your garter. Nil your flask
Only 14 hours, It's here at last!

Get BGSU Mom ft Dad sweatshirts at Jeans N
Ttanrja. 531 Ridge Open tonight til 8 p m

DEB.
RIUNITE ON ICE
THATS NICE'
JIM

LOST PUPPY ON 11-27-84. THAT EVENING
IN FRONT OF FRAZEE APTS BLACK WITH
BROWN MARKS ON FACE AND WHITE
STOMACH HAS BLACK FLEA COLLAR ON IF
FOUND. CALL 354-1287

T-SHIRTS •" T-SHIRTS ■' T-SHIflTS
FOB DOFIM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 364 3088

LOW CLARKCONGRATULATIONS ON BECOMING 2ND
VICE PRESIDENT'I AM SO PROUD OF YOU |
LOVE MY Bafli LOVE. UL' QRENDA

Coesgaite Chorale
with Chamber Orchestra
Messiah with Carols
December 9 at 3 p m.
Kobacker Hal
Call 372-0171 lor tickets

LOST A FOUND

QOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
NEW MEMBERS: CHECK YOUR MAILBOXES!

PHI DELTS:
LET'S START OFT THE WEEKEND RJOHT
BY BEING WHO AND CRAZY THURSDAY
NrQHTI THIS WILL BE SUCH A GREAT
SIGHT BECAUSE WE'LL BE PARTYING
UNTIL BROAD DAYLIGHT1
LOVE THE SISTEB8 OF ALPHA XI DELTA
PBIDEFOB 139YEABS
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
DECEMBERS. 1845
Raclam
Institutionalized, intelectuakzed.
ueuefy in disguise, but rarely talked about.
Come hear various maiorlty group members
speak out about raclam. Thursday. Dec 6
Henna Hal, Hma 207 a 208. 7 30-10.30 pm
Sponaored by Women For Women
X-mas cards-stlckers-wrappings-ornamentsnice gift selections at Jeana N Things 531
Ridge Open tottight ■ 8 p m
Ruesei BGSU aweeta- orange, brown, new
purple - many others. Gifts for the hoaoaya.
Lake Erie Sports open til a

Santa Claua wont deliver you
A Loft
Bui We wif
Cal The Loft Conslruclion ft Storage Service
at 362-3838 k) order yours

Happy 22nd Lori Anderson
Just beware: the Mack might attack""
Lova. Jute (the apaz)

ALPHA PHI INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS
THURSDAY EVENING
DECEMBERS 1984

4 p.m.

Hey an you KD'a
this Is your social
WHh a Mm lor your hunksDon't forget to eat your pineapple chunks!
Oat psyched lor data party
Lueya, ***inel.
^_

Ski Mrs, ear mutts, gloves, down veals
■ wide selection now at
Lake Erie Sports Open HI 8

1

lurprlael It sure waa Our surprise Christmas
Date Party waa a blast' Thanks to al who
helped make It such a great time Eapedaly
Shety W and Poly G Love. The Phi Mua

I

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Thursday Only - Good Inside Only
352-3551

1
5
0
13
14
ifi

Discordant
Cyp'moid tlsh
Mer.no parent
Ganasis name
Patience
and others
62 Skedaddle
64 Caspar and
companions
65 Cordial
67 Vh-avoca
66 Hsavanty
hunter
OS Not so much
70 Landing place
near Paris
71 MakasedQing
72 Corvcapt

majtfOpOliS

17 "OcMnStata"
capital
(9 Fan rafltai
20 Lais up
21 Halved in*
haivat
23 TUCK » partner
24 Graah -•tie-

26 By way o.
27 Plant diMiM
20
-taalnat
(frantic haste)
33 Carolina iail
35 Walk with viQOf
37 Wailacn w
Whit nay
30 Art shop
purcnaaa
40 Dm*
41 Sweat*'»"«
43 Hill dweller
•u Kay*
47 Lilt anda*
40 Author's
reward

i

II

10 Bad tempered
11 Fkst mats in
"Patar Pan"
12 Foxx of comedy
15 Started a lenms
game
16 This or that
Lat
22 Floor panls
25 Time abors
20 Rather
20 Be iustthe
ticket
30 Vary SOU
mattress
31 Spicy slew
32 Moon faalure
33 Rigging
support
34 Vaa
?
30 Scottish arctic
eiptorar
30 Diacritical mark
42
amiss
45 Chest: Prati»

50
52
53
54
57

DOWN
1 Balorahornor
stock
2 Capital ol the
OoldanHorda
3 Ooodtimas
4 Goalies leal
5 Saa or Square
6 To a sufficient
aitant
7 Ma.tre d'
offering
6 Peruvian
0 Illusory
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THANKS SO MUCH TO ALL THE GIRLS WHO
HELPED WITH PLANNrNG AND SETTING UP
FOR THE EN UL SIS DATE PARTY YOU
WEBE A GREAT HELP AND I APPRECIATE IT!
EN UL StS PRE8CENT, JOANN

WANTED: F roomie In house across from
Rodger's Own bedroom S100 pxje utHee
354-81B1

One Female Roommate needed lor Spring
aemeater $132 60 mo Utlrtlee Included Cal
353-1843

Roommete needed lor Spring/Summer
Apt. Ccmer of 8 Coftego 1 Napoleon
near drive-thru Reasonable Cal Don
or Demon 354-8141.

LUXURIOUS EFFICIENCY APT. FOR RENT
SPRING SEMESTER JUST ONE BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS. $190 INCLUDES ALL UTILITIES. SMALL. BUT PRIVATE, NEW FRIDGE,
BUT NO 8TOVE. CAN USE HOT PLATE. OR
EAT ON CAMPUS. HALF FURNISHED. CORNER OF N. COLLEGE AND FRAZEE, A LOB
SHOT FROM TENNIS COURTS. CALL 2-2001
AND ASK FOR MIKE. IF I'M NOT THERE
LEAVE NAME ANO NUMBER.

Female Boonanaas needed spring semester
Nice large apartment has fireplace Vary InexpenerveCel 354-8133
MALE ROOMMATE: FOR UK, PLUS ELECTRICITY FOR SPRING SEM., YOU CAN SUBLEASE A GREAT APARTMENT, CALL CHRIS
SM-SOH.

THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA TAU OMEGA
WISH MATT/ FEVESZON A HAPPY BIRTHDAY WHERE'S KLEBE/AND HIS MAD DOG
NOW? YOUB ATO BROTHERS

One female roommate needed tor spring
samaMsr. Bull Apartments. Close to campus
Can 1S4-77H. Aak Mr Bath or Karen.

The brothere of SAE would Ru) to congratulate
Todd Evans and Katrry ReKhert on their recent
SABAXi Plnnlrio.
The brothers of SAE would eke to congratulate
Lane Wieomson on tat engagement to Chrle
Cheml

One larraaa needed to eubaseaa sharp apt lor
2nd earn. Own bedroom, eompi lurntshed
LrtRtfee included Only 130/mo Cal 364.
7888

There may be a law BA openings for Spring
Semester Application deadline is Dec 10 Cal
for more Intormation 372-2458

Female roommate needed to auptoeae apartment lor spring aemeater Located very doee
lo campus in new buikkng 354-7677.

The slaters ol Alpha XI Delta would Mia to
congratulate Brigette Wenslnger and Gsrsn
Tsrslgnl on their Alpha XI Delta- Sigma Phi
Epsllon lavatlertng.
Love your XI sisters

Female roommete to share 2 bdrm apt with only
1 other. Large, furnished and dean apartment
S730I earn plus sghta Cal Bert 354-7689
WANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR ONEBEOBOOM APABT NEXT SEM S160/mo
PLUS UGHTS (or beal otter) 10 MIN WALK
TO CAMPUS CALL 364-6689

To David. Lore, and even Tom.
David- Thank you lor a wonderful evening"
Lore- Next time we'l make aura there's marors
Tom- Sorry I waa ao mean- one should never be
mean to their elders, even rl they do gel caroed
■or beer.
Love, Susan
PS Dab Scnmock was n R A at its beat?

M. Rrnmt Needed
450 00 par earn.
Cal 364-3080

To Judy
Can you analyze the song. "Bom In The
USA' by Bruce Spnngeteon lor us please'
Thankai Your Buddy. Kathy
TO OUR PHI TAU CRUSHES KIP. GARY, ft
CHRIS.
TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE THE X-MAS
CRUSH. WHEN ALL THROUGH THE HOUSE
NOT AN ALPHA CHI WAS SLEEPING. NOT
EVEN A MOUSE THE DECORATIONS WERE
HUNG THE DANCE FLOOR WITH CARE. IN
HOPES THAT DANCING PHI TAUS SOON
WOULD BE THERE BECAUSE YOUR ANSWER WAS YES. WE EXPLAINED WITH DELIGHT "HAPPY CHRISTMAS TO ALL AND
LETS HAVE A FUN NIGHT'
LOVE. DASHER. DANCER ft PRANCER

Was Novak
Tanx lor the equip Sal Good Luck m the
search. You're gonna make It down South We
Luv ya. Nat. She!. Sue. Judy

Your source lor sports introduces Ekteton'a
new oversize recquetbaB racquet Great new
gift Idee! Lake Erie Sports- Open tl 8
4th Lows Betcheider.
Hey al you party arsmaai. remember Thursday
night?' (No?) We I have to do It again reel soon!
What a Weekend' Chugs slay our ol my J.O
Whiskey1 Amy. I can't wart until March 3 to
partyl Love, D»o and Cheryl.

Expand your horizons ' Be an BA. Cal Residanoe Ule 'or more into 372-2456
DROPPING ECON 2037?
I will reward («»$»«») you lor watting to go to
Drop/Add. I need to add H. CALL DON AT
172-1081
F
roommate needed spring
S118.76 mo. utMea Included
8011.

Needed: Female roommete for 2nd aemeater.
ISO/month In top floor of house First months
rant le paid. Please call 364-3371.

Female roommete needed to sublease apt
very nice apt. close to campue. 1110 a
month. Call 352-7671.

LUXURIOUSLY turn. 2 bedroom apt. close to
campue needs t female roommete lor spring
semester. ONLY $126 per month. PICK UP
PHONE snd csll 364-1167.

Gifts, pants, much rnJec. al the Art. Book, ft
Craft and New-to-you sale UCF. Comer ol
Ridge and Thurabn Ttvjrs and Fn . 9am to
8pm, Sat. 10am to 3pm.
SPRING BREAK in Deylone Beech Irom $89.
South Padre from $78. mustang Wand' Port
Arkansas S119. Steamboat Springe eking Irom
$79 HUBBY Break From The Book*'' cal the
Sunchaee Tours Id free lor more Inlorrnaaon 1 800-321-6911 or contact a Sunchaee Campus Rep or your local Travel Agency TODAY"
LOFT FOB SALE
BESTOFFEB CALL
BAY AT 2-6593.
1979 OMsmobes Delta 88
AM-FM, air condemning, new tires
NO RUST. $3300 372 3120

Need Money? Why not eel Avon. For more
inlrxmebon please cal Phyaa at 352-5833

College ol Arts snd Sciences has tor sole to
student organizations, department/school
offices the lollowlng office lurnlture (chairs.
etc); heavy-duty hand punch, Ireo-standlng
planters, end smoking receptaclee. For
further Intormellon please contact
Laura Devlaaon (373-2017).

»1 tOBreaklast
Bacon or sausage 2 egge, toast ft coltee
Mon-Frl 9 am-1 pm with mia ad
ExctreaOec 21. 1984
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412E Wooaler

WANTED
Need roommate lor Second Semester
7545 Aaklor Bel

Normal M roommate needed
lor spring aemeater $93 pfua utieuea
on Fraree Ave Call 364 6028

FOR SALE

T-SHBTS • • T-SHIRTS ■ ■ T-SHBTS
FOB DOBM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SEBVICE. QUALITY GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS. 364-3096

734

Wanted One nonsmoking female to shore large
one bedroom furnished apartment Spring
Serneater S152 50/mo includes: gaa heat,
water, trash pick up, cable TV. Cal

Needed; 1 mala roommate, 2nd t High. All
uuatleo and cable paid. Great Roommataa:
great location; 120.00,mo. IS441M.

FOR RENT
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1 Roommeta needed for Spring Semester.
Rant Low, Utilities split 4 weys, Csll Jetf or
Joe 352-2110
Houses ft Apartments
doee to campus for 85-86
school year 1-267-3341
2 bedroom apartment available on 3rd Street
Cal 352 4380

BG gets
a meter
holiday
BOWLING GREEN Mayor Bruce Bellard has declared a parkins meter holiday Saturday through Dec.
31.

Bellard requested downtown businesses to discourage proprietor and employee
parking in metered spaces,
because the purpose of the
meter holiday is to provide
parking for downtown shoppers.

FALL SEMESTER 1984

TUESDAY
12/18/84

TIME
OF
EXAM

2/3 bdrm house for rent ImntetlaSaly,
or 2nd earn. Pertial utilities
362-6992 Keep trying

Bellard cautioned motorists the holiday means only
that there will be no charge
for parkins in metered
spaces. All other restrictions,
such as parking in handicapped-reserved spaces and
panong between 3 and S a.m.,
will still be enforced.

1980 Babbit
AM FM stereo, exceeant condition
82400 384-1189.

1 male rune needed > 125 Mua elect
Landlord pays heat. Own room, unturn
Aval now for spring earn 300 Napoleon Rd
AptA2 354 8258

Apt tor rant this Spring Two bedroom, lurn
apt Heal, water and cable I v paid lor. Laundry
lacRtiaa. parking lot and bite storage provided
$540/eemester/w/4 persons Cel 352-7182,
eekkxfkch

CAMERA For sale Canon At 1. 50 mm 400
mm lane, end tripod MUST SELL, beal otter.
cal Ron alter 6 p m 354-8277

1974 Dodge Deri, runa wel. cleen Interior
A steal al $300 Musi aall!
Cal Rich M 354-1657.

ONE OR TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. CALL W4-«slt FOR
axfoaaMATION

Need 1 ft 2 female students to I* apt*. 2nd
aemeater near campus lor lift or more information Cal 352 7365
RENTING FOR lifts-** YEAR
Two bdrm., turn. apt. Heal, water end cable
t.v. hook-up paid by owner. $5eufpereon!4
people. Good locellont Cel 362-71S2. Aak for
Rich.

During the parking holiday, motorists may park at
any parking meter in the city
without paying meter fees.

FOR SALE
Coeege can't afford to fix car only minor
problems with heeler 1979 AMC. good condition $1000 or beat offer Cal Carolyn 3543484

WANTED. 2 F ROOMMATES FOR SPRING
SEM MCE APT . CLOSE TO CAMPUS IF
INTERESTED PHONE 354-8880

2 lemele roommatea desperetely needed lor
spring semester Greet location1 H interested.
PLEASE cal 362 7988

Dual 5 band EO- $30 00 Mono 5 Input mxer$30 00 1) Cerotod Mic/Phone plug cord$12 00. 2) Orraikjrect Mica/ Cap/ Phone plug
cord- $20.00 each 1) 80-200 zoom F4 5
Lane- Pentax Mount- $7000 Cased
3720405 or 354-1282.

1973IMPALA - RUNS WELL. JUST NEEDS A
MUFFLER AM-FM CASSETTE DECK BEST
OFFEB 384-7338.

Carolyn 354-8952 lot more Imp

Need 1 or 2 male roommatea lor Spring
Semester $l 06 25. 5 nun Irom campus. Cal
364-7161

Vcaage Green Apartments accepting lei
, lor
Spring ft Fal aemeetera Cal between 12 00
and 5 00 pm 364-3533

Local Boy Scout Camp neede Aquatics DV,
Ecology Ok . Field Sports Dir. Handlcralt Dir
and generel counaekxa lor Summer 1985 Cal
241-7293 to make appointment tor December
8. 1984^

aemeater.
Cal 354

Fensale roommete needed spring
Great location, cable TV, heat Included m
rent Call 364-7511.
3 fun gvts need 4lh lor Spring semester Haven
House Apts VEBY dose to campus Reasons
Die rate 364-7504

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
FOR E
WOOSTEB RESIDENCY FEMALE
NON SMOKERS CALL NOW 3541316

COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS Major
lotedo Co seeks sophomores or tumors
ml al least 3 2 GPA and Cobol preferred
Paya $7/hr. Part time coop to alert
Spring lerm Cal 372-2451 or atop by
Cooperetrve Education Program
222 Admin

Who arm be your Alpha CM Chrlatmaa
CmahTTIII

One lemele needed lo suMeeee nice apt.
Own bedroom, good price.
Call Uee et 3ft4-7aaaFernaJe roommate needed lor Spring Sam Cal
354 7695 lor more mlorrnetton

Roommate lor aprtng semester needed Good
Irving condltlone S117 50/mo. Coma see at
455B S Enterprise after 1:30 pm Cal altar
6:30 pm 364-6023.

HELP WANTED

V«n Our New Wine Shop
JT'l Carry-Out 405 ThursHn Open Daly 121 Sunday 1212

Any aophomore Business Marors wifcng to
trade one or two T/R Busmesa courses tor
MWF Business coursea Please cal Michote at
372-3200

-

Two female roommatea needed to share four
parson apt lor aprtng eemeetor Bant at
$118 76 per person Col Torn 354 8928
Roommatea needed- spring semester Great
location 1/2 block from campus Pleeae cal
354-8375

MATURE FEMALE NEEDED FOR SPfNG SEMESTER OWN ROOM ANO BATH S160lmo
CALL 384-1886

1 I. roommate naadad lor large 3 person apt
$135 plus Ighls Cal Sue 352 6256
1 mass roommate lor Spring
Unrveralty Courts
Cal Dave 352-1052

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
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40 Fiddle
49 In a Jaunty
mannar
51 Pianist's
pause
56 "La
":
Ravel
50 Home. Syria,
lormarly
57 Mstvllle
narrative
50 Young salmon
59 Equal: Fr
00 Wrongful act
01 Land mass
63 W Colombia
cHy
66 Election
winners
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACRCMS
Vip«*'s
Branch**
SALT poneipal
Pultmak
chavac.*'
Idyllic spots
Alaskan

You are me beat Big' I have such a great Hue
whan we go out! II at going to be a Great year!
Tel Lorn to watch out lor 100 proof Peppermint
Schnapps! Wet have to do n agam real eoom
L ft L, U Pebble.

Sundance Presents!1
112 price appetizers
Every Sun-Thura. IQpm-lam

'I

One Urge One Item Pizza

Susan Cemi

I-I

i .

FRIDAY
12/21/84

10% Discount with
purchase of a case
Scott Sherk, Consultant
353-5731

